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KG FEST ‘19

April has been a relatively short month of schoolwork and play. The sun has
accompanied us in our activities and our lovely school is bright and cheery with
sunlight, which is much appreciated by children and teachers alike. In order to
encourage the children, Kindergarten organised KG Fest ’19 on 12th April. The
children showcased their talents through the cultural programmes includes a
‘fashion show’ and a variety of dances. All the spectators and the children
enjoyed the day thoroughly. A big round of applause for the coordinators of
Kindergarten and teachers who made this event a resounding success.

A GLIMPSE OF THE ACADEMIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
The academic prowess of Kingstonians were proved again with the 100percentage success in the class X, XI and XII examinations. Class XII students of
2018-19 batch excelled in the Tamilnadu HSE Examination. Out of 127 students
appeared for the class XII exams: Thomas Mary Jerlin (Commerce), Anne Jafrein
(Maths) and Jency Devi (Commerce) emerged the school toppers by securing
571, 547 and 537 marks respectively.
It was a moment of great pride when Class X students secured 100 percent
victory in the Board Examinations. Out of the 106 students appeared for the
class X exams: Presheeba, Dharneesh and Vinay Sharan emerged the school
toppers by securing 482, 479 and 478 respectively. Three Students added yet
another golden feather by achieving centum for social subject (Nithish Selvan,
Ebi Suganth Chitheresh and Ani Priyadharshini).
Out of the 141 students appeared for the class XI public exams: Pavithra.B, Jesi.C
and Kelista.R emerged the school toppers by securing 569, 549 and 544
respectively.

STUDENT ORIENTATION PROGRAMME
An hour orientation programme was organised for girls of Std VI to IX on 12 th
April. The topic was “Do’s and Don’ts” and the below points were discussed:








Avoid junk food
Dressing sense
Health Hygiene
Moral Stories
Parenting
Respect parents
Ill effects of social media

STAFF TOUR

Staff of Kings Schools were given a break from all their home and school chores
when they were taken out for a one-day trip to Tirparappu Waterfalls on April
21. It was a great day together as a family and a memory to be cherished forever
in the hearts.

IGNITE 2019

Ignite ’19, the teachers orientation event started on May 20. The meeting was

addressed by our correspondent sir, Mr. J. Navamani on the first day. He

informed that many changes will be made in this academic year for the further
development of the school.

On May 21, forenoon Mr. Santhosh Kanavalli, an expert in the field of education
spoke to the teachers on the importance of integrating mind map into the

lessons for effective teaching. They informed the teachers about the need for

understanding the students and to identify whether a particular child is right or
left brain dominant. The orientation was filled with lots of activities that could
be integrated into the classrooms along with the mind map.

On May 22, Mr. Bala from Chrysalis handled the topic, “Co-operative Learning”.

He told since the classroom is the place where kids spend most of their valuable

time, teacher has to create an environment that will make the children engage

and involve actively. He talked about the things that should be done to achieve

this by suggesting valuable techniques. The session ended with a debate. The

debate was to make the teachers know about the uniqueness of their subject
and find a factor or an idea that could be achieved only through their subject.

On May 23, Mrs. Kavitha Thaigarajan, principal of Ambari Vidya Mandir (CBSE)
covered the topic, “Classroom Management”. She told how a teacher should

manage her class in the allotted time. In addition, how to make the teaching
learning process more effective by incorporating various methods and rules in
the classroom.

On May 24, Mrs. Sasikala Carthic, Chief Nurterer in SCS Educational Consultancy,

Salem enlightened the teachers on, “Goal Setting to Goal Getting”. It was a
wonderful session, which highlighted the areas where teachers need to

concentrate more to improve their teaching efficiency. She highlighted the need
to incorporate story-telling, and other fun filled activities in classroom to arouse

the curiosity of the learners. Through various activities and through scientifically
proven method she made the teachers realize how our goals could be achieve
in due course of time.

On May 25, Mrs. Ramya and Mrs. Kumari Bagavathi from Veda Education
informed the teachers about trained and untrained handwriting and the

importance of training the students to write in a proper and consistent
handwriting.

